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ABSTRACT
This paper suggests that, before a new occupational
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program. The management device known as Program Evaluation and Review
Technique (PERT), would be useful both for the establishment of this
advisocy committee and for guidance through its subsequent meetings.
A PERT network should be developed to cover the time from when the
need for a program is felt until the advisory committee and program
prospectus are established. This paper presents a model for the
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PERT Application: Formation Of An Advisory Committee

At The Community_College

The growth of comm.unity colleges In the United States

is phenomenal. New community colleges are mushrooming up

throughout our nation while the existing ones are increasing

the number of new occupational programs in their offerings.

This growth can mean only one thine - a great many new lay

advisory committees must be established.

Long before the new program is ready to accept students

an advisory committee must be formed in order to "...help set

up standards for equipment and instructional program". (1)

The occupational deans who will have the task of establishing

and making lay advisory committees functional may find the

management technique, PERT, useful both for the establishment

of tine advisory committee and its guidance through the meeting.



PERT Principles

The Special Projects Office of the Navy Department developed

Project Evaluation and Review Techniaue (PERT) in 1958 as a

system which wes designed to provide for more effective oro-

ject control In the development of the Polaris Ballistic

Missile. Due to the success of this system, PERT since has

been applied to a number of diverse projects not excluding

some in the educational field.

PERT is used to both organize and control a project having

an overall objective or goal, which in our case is the establish-

ment of a community college advisory committee and the guid-

ance of the advisory committee thrangh the first meeting.

The development of a PERT system is based upon the

network - ".,.the graphic representation of ths project plan",

(2) in which the components are events and activities.

Events in the network are depicted by circles and repre-

sent the start or completion or a task. They are points

in time (milestones) which do not consume time, energy, re-

sources or personnel.

An activity is, as its name implies, the work of the

project involving, time, resources, personnel, etc. "An



activity consists of the work process leading from one event

to another-(3) and is depicted by a solia line arrow. The

network also contains 'dummy activities' wnich do not consume

time or resources but are necessary to keep the network as

descriptive as possible. Since they do not expend time or

resources they are depicted by dotted line arrows.

The construction of the network requires the statement

of the project objective (which we are clear on) and "...the

placing of project work units in their loical order.

Supporting events and activities may then be added to form

the network": (4.) It must be understood in network construction

that activities and events may be dependent upon one or a

number of events or activities before they can take place

thus giving rise to parallel, burst, merge and concurrent

activity constructions.

Networks, once constructed, can have time estimates assigned

to each activity in order to maks predictions when events will

occur and the project will be completed. When a target date for

project completion laal been established, as may be the case

in the establishment of am advi4ry committee, the amount of

time spent on each activity can be determined in order to bring

the project to completion on target.

The time aspect of PERT will not be figured into this

network system since administrators hold divergent philoscpnies
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as to how far in advance to the actual acceptins of students

for a new curriculum that the establishment of an advisory

committee should take place. My feeling is that it should be

established approximately one year la advance to the door

being opened for students.
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The Advisory Committee

The world e)f work is not stationary - it is in a dynamic

whirlpool of change. Occupations are being eliminated, phased

out and/or changed; tnerefore, it makes sense that prog:sams

designed to educate people for the work world should also be

eliminated, phased out and/or changed. A school or educational

system continuing to offer an occupational program(s) which

does not meet the needs of the work world could not be con-

sidered a viable educational instrument. More Importantly,

the individuals wham this type system purports to help, namely

the students, are the same individuals who are being aided

the least since they are being educated for something which

does not exist.

Occupational programs, whether at tho secondary school

or community sollege level, are more vulnurable to becoming

outdated than are the academic programs ^ffered by these

institutions. The changes occuring in occupations need to t,s

brought to the attention of the administrators and faculty

of the institution in order to incorporate them into occupa-

tional Programs. It is a vain administrator who thinks that

once a program is established it does not neg.id to Le tampered

with az. that he alone can keep abreast of tne direction the

world of work is taking and singlohandedly make the necessary



changes in curricula, facilities, equipment, etc. It is an

absolute necessity for an administrator to turn to tnose in

the occupational world in order to establish or maintain an

occupational program. The grouP to which an administrator would

turn is,known as an advisory committee.

"The practice of turning to advisory committees of lay

citizens for assistance in conducting an educational program has

been cammon in the field of vocationNa education throughout

its history in the United States." (5) This committee does not

usurp the occupational administrators' power of administration

rather it exactly is as the name states - an advisory committee

not an administrative body. "The main function(of the

advisory committee) is to advise and counsel the educational

system's staff in planning, implementing and maintaining

vocational and technical programs. Same specific functions

are:

1. Advise on curriculum
2. Advise on raterials, facilities, and finamcing
3. Assist in securing local cooperation
4. Aesiet in community surveys
5. Assist in program evaluation
6. Assist in public relations." (6)

Samuel M. Burt sees the effectiveness of the involvement

and participation of induatrial representatives as the determin-

ate of the effectiveness of the occupational program for de-

6
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veloDing manpowsr resources. (7) From the point of view of the

manpower needs of the community (and the nation) effective

OF
use.dri an advisory committee is essential. No number of educational

aaministrators can effectuate the advantages gained by the

use of an advisory committee. A oractical point to consider

is that laymen "...will talk and they will evaluate, whether

they are informed or not...", (8); therefore, they should be

involved since education needs both public support and the

input laymen can offer.



PERT Application

The PERT network was developed to facilitate an occupational

dean in the establishment of an advisory committee. It con-

tains a number of activities aad events which will not be

commented upon since I feel their place in theretwork is

self-exPlanatory by an inspection of the network. There are

other events which must be commented upon in order to make

their place or function in the network understandable and it

is with these that I will concern the remainder of this article.

This network is designed to begin when the occupational

dean actively starts getting involved in the new program in

terms of forming an advisory committee and searching for an

administrator and teaching faculty for the new curriculum.

Prior to this time he has been Involved in the local study

to deter=ine whether there is a legitimate need for an

occupational program in this field and geographical area.

He was Involved also in writing the prospectus of the new

program which was submitted to the stat3 department of

education for approval. A PERT network could be developed

to cover the time from when a need was felt for the new

occupational program through the local study and the submission

of the prospectus to the state department of education. A

network of this nature would be the natural lead in to the



network developed in this project.

One of the first things the occupational dean must con-

cern himself with is the development of an Advisory Committee

Handbook. The Advisory Committee Handbook is an important

tool in the orientation of the committee members about the

community eollege, its programs and advisory committees,

therefore, careful work should go into the planning of this

manual (PERT 38). The Handbook should include such items

as the philosophy of both the community college and community

college advisory committees; a brief historical sketch of

community colleges and in particular your own college. (9)

A major portion of the Handbook should deal with the organiza-

tion of the advisory committee, the duties of each of the

members (10) and the policies by which it is to be governed.

After the department head has been appointed, he, together

with the occupational dean, must decide on the size and

character of the advisory committee before it is formed. The

committee should be limited in the number of members"... - five

to nine is an ideal size and makes a good working committee"

(11), although larger odd numbered committees have been very

effective. The benefits gained from a smaller or larger

committee must be decided by the dean and the department head.

When deciding on the committee size keep in mind that "one-

third of the membership should be replaced each year". (12)



A decision also should be made to draw representatives

"...from a cross section of organizations in the community

and from several geographical areas in an attempt to achieve

balance. They should also represent various levels within

the industry". (13)

After the nature of the advisory committee has been

decided upon (PERT 8) a search is begun (PERT 9 and 11) for

advisory committee candidates. They should be selected

...on the basis of (1) experience (2) available time, and

(3) character. They shauld be people who are interested in

the activities with which the vocational program is concerned -

employers and employees alike. 'Success (of the committee)

rests in the selection of the members." (14) In terms af the

representation of the community on the advisory c ommittee

three groups should be considered "... - employers, organized labor,

and the general public. It is usually best to have equal

representation of employers and labor in the membership". (15)

Once the list of the candidates for the advisory committee

is completed it should be checked by the college president

(PERT 14) in order to eliminate any question over the appoint-

ment and the power to appoint advisory committee members. (16)

The president's approval of the advisory committe candidates

is the preliminary approval before being presented to the

Board of Trustees for their approval. Before this takes place



each candidate should be contacted to make sure he is still

interested in serving on the committee and "the nature of

the advisory committee service is discussed with (each) prospective

committee member". (17) Also, since "the success of advisory

committees is rooted in faith, empathy, and confidance,none

of which are possible without the cooperation of industry and

the college...an invitation to serve on a cc:nage advisory

committee should have the approval of the (potential committee

member's) superior': (18)

Once a candidate expresses his interest in serving as an

advisory committee member and both his sunervisor and the

college president approve of his involvement, the recommenda-

tion of his appointment should be presented to the highest

authority in the college - the Board of Trustees for their

approval (PERT 19). "Appointment of college advisory groups

should be an offical act of the junior college board of trustees...

A letter of Invitation to each prospective member, signed by

either the chairman of the board or the president, should be

sent. (PERT 21) This is Important for the following reasons:

(1) it helps set the stage for a harmonious working relation-

ship; (2) it helps establish the source of authority as the

junior college and industry representatives work together;

and (3) the highest authority Possible will lend prestige to

the appointment and to the committee." (19)



Before the first advisory committee meeting is held, each

member should be contacted by a college representative in

order to spell out to him what the functions and the purposes

of the committee are. (PERT 22) (20)

Simultaneously with the sending of the appointment letters

and the calendar check for a possible committee meeting date

(PERT 20), work on the agenda for the first meeting should

begin (PERT 4). The agenda should include such items as a

welcome from the college presidenz (21) and/or Odairman of the

board of trustees; an introduction of all members; distribution

of the Advisory Committee Handbook (22); the task, responsibili-

ties and limitations of the advisory committee should again

be made clear to the members (23) as well as a clear definition

of what is expected of them as c^mittee mabeTis"...in the

way of advice, assistance, comeration, money and time". (24)

"Committee members should understand that they are not expected

to know all answers" (25); however, they need to be "...made

to feel that they have an Important role to play for the college".

(26) The agenda should attempt to help members "...understand

the scope of the...vocational program" (27) so they do not

tend to think in terms of their own specific needs. The

election of officers - chairman, vice-chairman, and secretary

must be included for the effective operation of the initial



and future meetings. Two sub-committees must be established:

one to study the aurriculum and the other to study the

facilities and equipment required by the inclusion of the

new occupational program. The materials collected pertaining

to the existing community colege occupational program should

be sorted at this time for distribution at the first meeting

to the members of the sub-committees. Finally, a date for

the second advisorycammittee meeting is to be settled upon.

Notices of the advisory committee meeting with the

announced agenda should be sent out early enough so each

member can plan to attend. (28) These notices should be sent

on official college stationary (PERT 27) (29) when the time,

date and place of the meeting have been decided upon. (PERT

26)

Immediately following the advisory committee meeting,

the chairman, secretary and college representative should

take a few minutes to "...evaluate the proceedings in terms

of improving working relationships with the advisbry committee".

(30) This evaluation"...highlights the tasks of subcommittees,

the chairman, or the secretary resulting from the meeting,

and should clarify doubtful or cuestionable items for the next

agenda". (31)

If the first advisory meeting me.de any recommendations



they should be directed to the college administration, including

the board of trusteeslif necessary, for their action. (32)

If no recommendations are generated at this initial meeting,

this step would be overlooked until a later meeting.

The educational leaders of tne college must be placed on

the list for distribution of the minutes in order to keep them

informed of the committee's activities. (33)

The actions of the advisorycomWtbas should be made known

to the news media in the name of -public relations. (34) This

release would include the names and organizations of the

members who make up the committee.

It is Imperative that the selection and appointment of

advisory committee mambers take place mmoothly for all parties

involved and that the first advisory committee meeting impress

the advisory committee members with dispatch and democracy,

thereby setting the stage for an efficient, effective and

enthusiastic committee operation. The application of PERT to

the formation of an advisory committee and its guidance through

the first meeting will help insure this success as well as

challenge the general feeling that the failure of an advisory

committee to function usefully is due to the poor leadership

provided by the community college.



PERT

Event Identification

1. Complete prospectus of new program submitted to State

Department of Education for approval.

2. Complete program approval by State Department of Education.

3. Start search for Department Head.

4. Complete department head candidates' interviews with

President and Dean.

5. Complete recommendation of President and Dean on candidate

for department head.

6. Complete Board of Trusteesemproval an recommendation.

7. Complete department head apoointment.

8. Complete decision on size and character of advisory

committee.

9. Start search in th-p occupational area for advisory

committee candidates.

10. Complete search in the occupational area for advisory

committee candidates.

11. Start search in the community for advisory committee

candidates.

12. Complete search in the commmnity for advisory committee

candidates.

13. Complete list of prospective advisory caamittee candidates.

A.. Complete check of orospective advisory committee candidate

list by President.

- 16 -



15. Complete finalcheck of advisory committee candidates to

see if they are still interested in serving.

16. Complete securing supervisorts approval.

17. Start personal data forms on advisory committee candidates.

18. Complete personal data forms on advisory committee

candidates.

19. Complete Board of Trusteesapproval of advisory committee

candidates.

20. Complete President and Board of Trusteescalendar check

for date of first advisory committee meeting.

21. Complete sending of appointment letter.

22. Start orientation for advisory committee members.

23. Complete orientation for advisory committee members.

4. Start work on agenda of first advisory committee meeting.

25. Complete agenda of first advisory committee neeting.

26. Complete decision on the date, time and place of first

meeting.

27. Complete sending aonouncement of first meeting.

28. Start meeting.

29. Complete meeting.

30. Complete revision and evaluation of meeting.

31. Complete giving advisory committee recommendations to

college administration for action.

32. Complete distribution of minutes to leaders of the

college.



33. Complete news media notification regarding advisory

committee recommendations.

34. Complete securing President's approval to form advisory

committee.

35. Complete securing 3oard of Trustees! approval to form

advisory committee.

36. Start securing materials fram institutions having exist-

ing programs in occupational area.

37. uomplete securing materials from institutions having

existing programs in occupational area.

38. Start research on advisory committees.

39. uomplete research on advisory bommittees.

40. Start writing Advisory Committee Handbook.

41. Ccmplete writing Advisory Committee Handbook.

42. Start search for teaching faculty.

43. Complete interviews of faculty applicants by Occupational

Dean and Department Head.

44. Complete recommendation of faculty candidates to President.

45. Camplete Presidential approval of recommended faculty.

46. Project End.
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